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In its 13th year

October 2016

Asia AGM, Brisbane, Australia

the international network 
of independent law firms

Chris Ward and the team at Cooper Grace Ward (CGW) look forward to welcoming you to Brisbane, Australia for the 
ADVOC Asia 2016 AGM to be held from 19 to 23 October, 2016.

Blessed with 300 sunshine filled days a year and clear blue skies, Brisbane is an ideal meeting location, with genuine 
and welcoming people, robust industry, state-of-the-art facilities and must-see attractions.  

Our unique city is defined by its subtropical climate and diverse natural environment. The curving Brisbane River, 
waterways that criss-cross inner city suburbs, beautiful bushland and rolling hills make it one of the most biodiverse 
capital cities in Australia.

The AGM will be hosted at NEXT Hotel, one of the newest hotels in Brisbane’s CBD. The hotel is located on Queen 
Street Mall, the best shopping district in Brisbane. Popular Brisbane attractions like Roma Street Parkland, City 
Botanic Gardens and The Treasury Casino are within walking distance from the hotel, providing visitors with the 
opportunity to explore and discover what Brisbane has to offer.

As part of the program, CGW will host a business session on the day before the AGM, which will feature keynote 
presentations from three prominent Queensland-based business identities, who will share their perspectives on 
business and financial issues affecting the legal sector.

We have prepared an exciting social program for you and your companions, including a tour of Brisbane historic 
law courts, a day trip to the stunning Noosa region on the Sunshine Coast and dinner at the Queensland Gallery of 
Modern Art.
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CGW is delighted to have the opportunity to host the Advoc Asia 
2016 AGM and looks forward to reciprocating the wonderful 
hospitality we have experienced at many Advoc events. For 
more information, please visit the Advoc website http://event.
icebergevents.com.au/advocbris2016 or contact the conference 
organisers: +61 7 3231 2400 or events@cgw.com.au.

http://www.advoc.com/events/asia-agm-2016
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Boards  and  Commi t tees

Report from ADVOC Executive Committee

At the request of the President of the ADVOC Executive Committee, Jude Benny (President of ADVOC Asia) a 
teleconference meeting of Executive Committee members was held on 19 July 2016.
Items discussed during the teleconference meeting included:

• confirming arrangements for the Joint Conference to be held in Jaipur, India on 1 - 5 November 2017;
• permitting Chapters under their own Rules to establish ADVOC supporter status as discussed at the Joint 

Conference in Lima;
• approving further discussions with an international accounting group with a view to forming an alliance or 

association of some kind;
• reviewing the development of the ADVOC North America Chapter;
• reporting on the Lex Africa annual conference held in May in Mauritius;
• considering a report on the Junior ADVOC concept, noting that this needs to be supported;
• discussion regarding the proposed ADVOC Business Directory in which all members are invited to contribute in 

respect of their jurisdictions;
• improving our Network ranking in Chambers. To do this will require that individual firms must also work to 

improve their rankings in Chambers;
• approving expenditure of around US$8,000 for two new apps to be installed in connection with our website to 

provide a range of new features;
• preliminary discussion regarding the ADVOC Global budget for 2017.

The ADVOC Executive Committee will hold its next meeting, a combined face to face and teleconference meeting, in 
Brisbane, Australia, on 20 October as part of the ADVOC Asia Conference. A number of members of the Executive 
Committee will be present in person for that conference.

Simon Fraser
For President, ADVOC Executive Committee
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Member  News

Avoxa: Avoxa is being a part of the fundraising actuality

As a Law office focusing on supporting innovative projects and companies, Avoxa is 
highly involved in fundraising activities, helping clients to access to and make deals with 
the most active VCs or BAs. Because raising a round is never an easy task, we provide, 

in addition to our legal expertise, business and strategic advice to make our clients close the fundraising with the 
best possible conditions.

We are currently closing a dozen fundraises (Series A, between 1 and 5M€ and Series B/C – up to 50M) and starting 
some others for our newly incorporated clients (seed funding, from 100K to 1M) in various fields:

-          Digital
-          Biotechnologies
-          Energy
-          Food industry

Reflecting the growth of startup activities in France and the multiplication of investments opportunities, our fundraising 
practice is currently expanding, working closely with our clients and adapting our fees model to allow the emergence 
of new French success stories.

Fundraising Keys contacts:
Digital and Biotechs

Florian BACHELIER, Partner    
fbachelier@avoxa.fr

Energy

Lauriane BOBILLE, Associate
lbobille@avoxa.fr

Jean MOULIN, Associate
jmoulin@avoxa.fr

Food Industry 

Marie GONZALES, Associate
mgonzales@avoxa.fr



Member  News

Who’s Who Legal recommends COCUZZA & ASSOCIATI for Real Estate

Who’s Who Legal has published its rankings of lawyers specialized in Real Estate 
for 2016 and has recommended Cocuzza & Associati Law Firm among the best 
13 law firms of the Italian market and, in particular Alessandro Barzaghi, partner 

of the Firm.  

New entries in COCUZZA & ASSOCIATI

The Firm is expanding its team of lawyers with three new entries: two junior associates 
Alice Montefusco and Federica Pianta and one senior associate, Marianna Vignapiano.

Alice joined our firm in January 2016. She got a Law Degree in 2015 and attended the 
Summer School in International and Comparative Law at Cornell University in Paris in 
the 2015 summer. Her main practices areas are commercial transactions, litigation, and 
intellectual property. 

Federica joined our firm in May 2016. She got a Law Degree with honors in 2015 at Pavia 
University. Her main practices are commercial transactions and litigation. She deals 
mostly with matters of Civil and Commercial Law

Marianna joined our Firm in July 2016 as a senior associate. She got a Law Degree 
with honors in 2006 at University of Naples, Federico II and was admitted in 2010. 
She attended an internship in the United States Bankruptcy Court of New York in 2001 
and she worked for Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP in New York in 2006. She mainly 
deals with property law, real estate and retail matters but she also has experience in 
corporate and M&A transactions. Marianna also developed a deep knowledge in the 
Legislative Decree 231/2001 (avoiding liability for crimes committed by a company’s 
representatives) where she provides advices to several 
companies. 

BSJP expand their intellectual property and new technologies law practice

With the beginning of June, Monika Susałko, legal counsel with more than 15 years of 
experience in the industry, joined the ranks of BSJP law firm.

Monika is an expert in the field of new technologies, intellectual and industrial property 
law and corporate law. Before joining BSJP, she worked for many years as Head of Legal 
Department in a corporation from the IT sector.

She specializes in supporting implementation projects and the on-going business activity 
of companies from the IT branch, to include capital transformations thereof. She handles 
disputes in respect of infringement of intellectual property rights, with particular emphasis 
on the specificity of the IT branch. She holds of certificates in project management 
(Prince2).

At BSJP, Monika’s experience will support further development of the departments of 
intellectual and industrial property law and new technologies law, both led by Janina 
Ligner-Żeromska, attorney-at-law.

Should you have any inquiries in respect of your business operations which fall within the area of expertise of 
Monika, feel welcome to contact her at: monika.susalko@bsjp.pl.
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Cornet Vincent Ségurel reinforces its new office in Bordeaux with two 
attorneys

Emmanuel Wiplier joins the Corporate Department at the Cornet Vincent 
Ségurel Bordeaux office as an attorney. 

After a postgraduate degree (DEA) and then a university diploma (DU) at the University 
of Poitiers, Emmanuel interned with a number of Paris law firms (S.C.P. Bruguière-Emir, 
Edouard Lebreton and Clifford Chance LLP).
He then went on to join the firm of DDA Conseils in Bordeaux in 2006 as a pupil barrister 
and subsequently as an attorney. He was co-opted associate by DDA Conseils in January 
2014.

Emmanuel works in both French and English.  

Marina Brige joins the Contract and Intellectual Property Law department at the Cornet 
Vincent Ségurel Bordeaux office as an attorney.  

Following a Master 2 degree in Law and Taxation in the Art Market at Lyon’s Jean Moulin 
University in 2003, she went on to hold a number of positions, including Coordinator at 
Christie’s France, Project Officer at CGI France and Legal Office at the France-Muséums 
agency in Paris.

After a diploma in Professional Ethics and Regulation of the Legal Profession obtained in 
2014 from the Marseille Bar Training Centre, Marina went on to work for Selarl Juridial in 
Bordeaux.

Marina works in both French and English. 
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Member  News

Czech Republic: Dvořák Hager & Partners Bratislava office 
strengthened by a new lawyer

From 5 September 2016, the team of our law firm in Bratislava was 
strengthened by Tomáš Richter Urban. Tomáš is an attorney who 

specialises in private equity, banking & finance, business contracts and M&A transactions.

Most recently he worked in the law firm of Čechová & Partners. Before that he worked at Clifford Chance and Balcar 
Polanský Eversheds. He was also seconded to Tyco International Concern as regional counsel for Eastern Europe.

A graduate of the Law Faculty of Charles University in Prague, Tomáš also studied at the School of Law, University of 
Limerick in Ireland, focussing on law of contracts and European law. He also underwent a course of study in United 
States law and dispute resolution organised by John Marshall Law School in Chicago. Tomáš is a member of the 
Slovak Bar Association and the Czech Bar Association.  In addition to Slovak he is also fluent in English.



JTJB New Addition to JTJB’S Shipping Department

Joseph Tan Jude Benny (JTJB) is pleased to announce that Baldev Bhinder has 
joined the Firm as a Partner in the Energy, Resources & Infrastructure practice.

Baldev joins from Silver Circle UK law firm, Ashurst LLP and specializes in 
cross-border disputes with a particular focus on the oil & gas, commodities and 
construction sectors.

He comes with a wealth of experience in the regional energy sector, with 
more than 10 years in leading global firms including a stint at BHP Billiton in 
Singapore. He is dual qualified in Singapore and England as well as a qualified 
foreign advocate in Indonesia. Baldev’s regional focus on Indonesia and India 
will complement the Firm’s strong regional presence through its network of 
branch offices, associate firms and network partners.

“Baldev comes with highly specialized expertise and can advise clients in the 
oil and gas sector as well as throughout the supply chain of commodities. His 
arrival is reflective of the firm’s ambition to build on its highly regarded shipping 
practice and service clients in the energy and commodities space. There are 
significant synergies between the Firm’s core strengths and Baldev’s practice 
and we are delighted to have him as part of our Firm”

- K Murali Pany, Managing Partner, JTJB LLP
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Fred Kan & Co: The Hong Kong Law Society Roll of Honour

The Hong Kong Law Society maintains a Roll of Honour, which consists of the 
names of solicitors who have distinguished themselves through their service 
to the Law Society or its Council, by their contributions to the development of 
the legal profession in Hong Kong or to the practice of law. To be nominated 
for admission, a three-quarters majority of the Council must agree that the 
contributions of the solicitor warrant special recognition. 

To read the full article, follow this link.

Member  News
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Levant & Partners Firm Update

Managing partner of Levant and partners law firm Matvey Levant was ranked among the 
best lawyers in Russia by Best Lawyers in corporate law. 

The feature of this ranking is that all ratings of Best Lawyers are honest and open. To 
nominate a specialist for the title of “best” can only firm, colleagues, or customers. The 
candidacy of each nominee is carefully selected and only the best are in this ranking.

The International Bar Association “Levant & partners law firm” became a member of the Guild of Russian Attorneys. 
Matvey Levant became a Member of The Executive Committee of the Guild of Russian Lawyers as a Chairman of The 
Presidium of The International Bar Association “Levant & Partners Law Firm”. 

Established in 1994, the Guild of Russian Attorneys has become the country’s first all-Russian professional association 
of attorneys and boards of Russian attorneys.

To Levant & Partners team joined 2 attorneys: Julia Bosenko and Olga Savelieva.

Member  News

VANDENBULKE strengthens its Corporate team with lateral hire 
from Linklaters, Hervé Précigoux

As of 1st May 2016, Hervé has joined VANDENBULKE as Counsel. He 
strengthens the Corporate practice team, bringing 10 years of international 
transactional corporate practice in Luxembourg. Hervé specializes in 
corporate and financial law, including private equity transactions, national 
and cross-border mergers, restructurings, as well as securitisation 
transactions. Prior to joining VANDENBULKE, Hervé Précigoux was Managing 
Associate at Linklaters. Read more

Law Offices EUROLEX welcome Prof. Dr. Vilenas Vadapalas as an Attorney at Law

Prof. Dr. Vilenas Vadapalas has a vast experience in International Law including its academic, 
judicial and governmental sides.

Having worked for the Lithuanian government as an Advisor on Foreign Affairs, Director General of the European Law 
Department, Negotiator for the EU membership and bilateral negotiations with Latvia, Poland, Russia, Switzerland, 
other countries and organizations (1991-2004),  as a Judge of the General Court of the European Union (2004-2013) 
and Professor of law at various academic institutions, he truly has a lot to offer!

Practice areas include European Union law, international law, human 
rights, competition, trademark, patent, company laws, IT law, arbitration, 
representation at courts, arbitral tribunals, etc. Prof. Dr. Vilenas Vadapalas speaks 
Lithuanian, English, French, German, Polish and Russian. Research fellowships 
and internships were held at University of Paris II, Max Planck Institute for 
Comparative Public Law and International Law, Swiss Insitute of Comparative 
Law. Prof. Dr. Vilenas Vadapalas is the father of the EUROLEX attorney and 
partner Mindaugas Vadapalas. We are proud and excited to have him on board!

http://www.vdblaw.com/2016/05/vandenbulke-strengthens-its-corporate-team-with-herve-precigoux/index.html
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Member  News

MacRoberts tops Scottish Business Insider’s SME300

MacRoberts LLP has topped Scottish Business Insider’s SME300 listing of the 
country’s best performing small to medium-sized businesses. MacRoberts rise 
to the top followed a similar impressive rise the previous year when it moved 

up from seventh to third place.
The firm’s turnover grew from £17.96m to £19.8m, with profits rising from £6.18m to £6.9m.
In other areas of growth for the firm, MacRoberts established Scotland’s first ever Corporate Defence team headed 
up by ‘Lawyer of the Year’ (Scottish Legal Awards 2016) John McGovern. The team specialises in the defence of high 
profile corporate criminal prosecutions raised in Scotland by the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service.

MacRoberts also continued to attract new clients through competitive tendering, which included retaining their place 
on the highly regarded Scottish Government legal framework panel and being appointed to act for the Government 
on all contract and commercial matters. Other client wins or re-appointments included Breedon Group plc, City of 
Edinburgh Council, Fife College, C S Wind, Perth & Kinross Council and the Scottish Fire & Rescue Service.

The firm made significant lateral hires from major competitors and internal promotions saw Jennifer McKay 
(Construction) and Michael Kelly (Corporate) being made Partners.

MacRoberts invested in areas of the firm which support the delivery of legal services. With the support of HSBC, major 
investment was made on upgrading IT, finance and client systems as well as a full corporate rebrand, including the 
launch of a new website. This significant investment makes the financial results for the year even more impressive.

Managing Partner John Macmillan said, “Against a backdrop of continuing market uncertainty and political volatility, 
we have grown our turnover and profit, and generated new business from both new 

and existing clients.” He continued, “We are delighted to have come top of the SME300 listing. It has been a really 
interesting time for the firm, with signs of increased activity in a number of sectors, particularly investments, energy 
and public sector, and we are looking forward to seeing that continue.”

CONTACT
For further information, please contact Gill Low, Senior Marketing & PR Manager, MacRoberts LLP.
Capella, 60 York Street, Glasgow G2 8JX
T: 0141 303
E: gillian.low@macroberts.com

Norwegian Advoc member has merged

The Norwegian Advoc-member Orwall & Co DA has recently merged with 
another law firm Seland DA, and is today named as law firm Seland Orwall 
DA. The new firm has a team of totally 20 lawyers. The main office is still in 
Oslo, and the law firm is serving clients in all areas of Norway.

The main practice areas of Seland Orwall DA are taxes and duties, real estate, corporate law, primary industries, 
maritime sector, energy and natural resources, and dispute resolution and litigation. Seland Orwall has a substantial 
portfolio of assignments for clients and law firms particularly in Europe, but also otherwise worldwide. Seland Orwall 
is heavily involved in national and international trade agreements and corresponding law.

The merge has made the company stronger within the areas of taxes and duties and real estate, and particularly the 
combination and interface of these legal areas.

Seland Orwall DA represents professionals who can deal with cases in the Scandinavian, English, German and French 
languages.

Visit us on www.selandorwall.no
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Re fe r ra l  Work 

Confidential Feedback On Members Relating To Referral Work

In an effort to maintain quality within our network, I would like to ask all members who have had bad experiences with 
any members, to whom work has been referred, to send me a confidential note with details of the bad experience. 

Statistics will be kept by me, and in the event there are too many repeat cases of complaints, I will take the matter 
up diplomatically with the firm concerned, in an effort to raise standards, or hear an explanation, if there is one.
I would like to reassure members that I am aware that there are two sides to every story, and will look into these 
matters with an even hand. The aim is to draw attention to unacceptable standards, and help to maintain the 
collective high standards that we aspire for in ADVOC.

I can be reached at judebenny@jtjb.com

ADVOC President - Dato Jude P Benny
Senior Partner & Arbitrator
Joseph Tan Jude Benny LLP
www.jtjb.com
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Even ts 

Events Diary

Asia AGM 2016
Date: 19 - 23 October 2016
Location: Brisbane, Queensland, Australia
Hosted by: ADVOC Asia 

4th ADVOC Maritime Conference 2016
Date: 11 November 2016 
Location: Singapore
Hosted by: Joseph Tan Jude Benny

Latin America AGM 2016
Date: 24 - 26 November 2016 
Location: Fortaleza, Brazil
Hosted by: Siqueira Castro

Cross Border M&A Conference 2017
Date: 13-14 February 2017
Location: London, England
Hosted by: Ashfords LLP

Joint Network Meeting 2017 
Date: 1 - 5 November 2017 
Location: Mumbai
Hosted by: Dhruve Liladhar & Co

For more information on any of these events, please check the ADVOC website or contact 
a.noonan@advoc.com

Luxembourg Company Law Reform 2016 Seminar and Conference

20 September 2016: In cooperation with IFE Benelux, VANDENBULKE’s corporate law 
specialists Laurence Jacques, Hervé Précigoux and Denis Van den Bulke held a conference 
with thema: “What governance in 2017”.  The seminar gave an update on the new reform 
of Luxembourg company law and its impact on corporate governance and companies’ 
management. 

22 September 2016: VANDENBULKE hosted a seminar at the City Cercle of Luxembourg, 
dedicated to its clients and business partners, the new Luxembourg Company Law reform  
2016.  VANDENBULKE delivered to the participants its brand new ‘essential kit book’ 
summarizing all legislative changes of the reform.                
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Even ts

Junior ADVOC Meet Up, 14 - 15 October, Helsinki

Hosted by Lindblad in Helsinki, Finland. The itinerary is as follows:  

Friday 14th October 2016
Arrival to the Hotel Katajanokka - Noon
Lunch at the Hotel Katajanokka - 1 PM
Tour of the Hotel Katajanokka - 2 PM
Practice group meeting at the Hotel Katajanokka - 2.30−5 PM
Cocktails at the office of Lindblad & Co Attorneys Ltd - 6.30 PM
Dinner at the Restaurant Juuri - 8 PM
Clubbing Approximately - 11 PM

Saturday 15th October 2016
Breakfast Until 10 AM
Trip to Suomenlinna - 10 AM
Suomenlinna Museum - 10.30 AM
Trip back to the city centre - Noon
Free time in the city / walking tour in the city centre - 12.30 PM
Lunch at the Restaurant Savotta - 1.30 PM

4th ADVOC Maritime Conference 2016 

Charles Hattersley, a marine partner of the Plymouth and London offices of Ashfords LLP will be 
lecturing at the forthcoming maritime seminar organised by JJTB in Singapore on 11 November 
2016. He will cover latest developments and interesting features arising out of recent arrest 
cases in the UK, including commenting on the change of procedure required by the Admiralty 
Court. There is increased latitude on the requirement for documentary evidence in support of 
a warrant of arrest, i.e. no need for an affidavit, etc. He will also explain how the practicalities 
of an arrest can be effected swiftly by the Admiralty Marshal’s use of the Border Agency and 
how recent security measures have avoided vessels breaking arrest and therefore being in 
contempt of court. He will comment briefly on the comity between nations when a vessel does 
break arrest and also the procedure for obtaining security for non-P&I insurers. He will also 
refer to allegations of wrongful arrest - which can easily be defeated by a need to prove crassa 
negligentia or mala fides - which is difficult - in light of which arrests in the UK remain a low 
risk strategy.  

He will reflect on a range of recent arrest cases including a fleet arrest for Deutsche Bank 
Nederland B.V. and the procedure for short circuiting a court auction sale by applying for a 
private sale direct to the Admiralty Judge.  

He will also lecture on antisuit injunctions and explain how, on the basis of a contractual right 
(the “Angelic Grace”), and/or where there has been vexatious or oppressive conduct (“Donohue 
-v- Armco”) these injunctions can be obtained.  He will also explain how the Third Parties 
(Rights Against Insurers) Act 2016 has been enacted as a result of The Insurance Act 2015 
coming into force on 12 August 2016.

Ashfords’ marine department continues to contribute to global development and, for example, 
Lara Moore has recently joined as a lawyer with specialist marine planning expertise. She will 
be working in-house with JJTB during the first two weeks of November 2016.
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INTA Annual Meeting in Orlando - ADVOC Dinner

Some ADVOC attendees were able to meet for a dinner in Orlando on Monday 23rd May during 
the INTA Annual Meeting.  

Those who attended are listed below:

1.Carl Steele (Ashfords) 
2. Jenny Guild (Ashfords)
3. Timothy Cheung (Fred Kan)
4. Scott Warner - Garvey Schubert Barer (US firm)  
5. Claire Hawkins - Garvey Schubert Barer (US firm)
6. John -  Garvey Schubert Barer (US firm)
7. Shelley Einfeld - Maddocks (Australia)
8. Giacomo Gori - Cocuzza Associati (Italy)
9. Luis F. Ruiz (Arenales & Skinner-Klée – LatamLex)
10. Rodolfo Mesa (Mesa & Mesa)
11. Eduardo Ribeiro Augusto (Siqueira Castro)
12. Marcio Gonçalves (Siqueira Castro)
13. David Gourlay (MacRoberts)
14. Julie Hamilton (MacRoberts)



The 4th Annual Cross Border M&A Conference 2017

You will remember our highly successful London Global M&A Conferences in February 2015 and again in 
2016. Despite Brexit we are back, bigger and better in 2017!

We can manage up to 12 ADVOC Conference Partners. Again, it is “first come first served”. 

To secure your position please send £1,500 into our account as follows:

Quote reference: “Cross Border M&A - 235345-00055”
Account name: Ashfords 
Bank details: Lloyds TSB Bank PLC 
234 High Street Exeter EX4 3NL 
Sort code: 30-93-14 
Account No: 03390023 
Swift/BIC: LOYDGB21073 
IBAN: GB10 LOYD 3093 1403 3900 23
 
1. Venue: The Millennium Hotel, London, Mayfair:https://www.millenniumhotels.com/en/london/
millennium-hotel-london-mayfair/ 

2. Date: Monday 13 - Tuesday 14 February 2017. Numbers have increased steadily year on year. In 2017 
we want 150 delegates (compared with 120 in 2016).

3. Conference Topics:

a. taking account of delegate feedback from last year (see below) and to widen the appeal to clients, 
accountants, banks, private equity etc, we will stay with diverse both legal and commercial topics;
b. We will have break-out sessions in the afternoon offering delegates a choice of session/topics. 

4. Monday Reception: 

a. One price: To avoid confusion we will have one price and leave it to the Delegates to decide if they 
want to come to the reception or not.
b. “Bowl Food”: We are staying with the drinks/buffet format for better networking.

5. Guest Speakers: We will have a couple of guest speakers to maintain the variety delegates liked so 
much last year.

Even ts
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Events 

6. Target Audience: As before, in-house counsel from the UK and abroad, Private Equity / Venture 
Capital firms, Investment Banks, Corporate Finance Advisers, Bankers, Accountants, other M&A 
professionals and those of your UK and other contacts you choose to invite.

7. Delegate Fee: One price £350 (£280 plus £70 VAT) which includes the Monday reception, Tuesday 
lunch, teas, coffees and closing drinks reception.

8. Accommodation: Discounted delegate rates have been negotiated with the Hotel as in previous 
years. Please use the code ASHF190317 to secure your room for £160+VAT, this includes breakfast. 
This rate will expire on 14th January 2017.  After this date, please book using The Millennium Hotel 
website for the best available rate.

9. ADVOC Partners: If you are a Conference Partner your Partnering Fee of £1,500 gets you:

• Places for 2 members of your team to attend the Conference (together worth £700)
• We will supply you with the invitation branded in your house style for you to email invitations to 

your own clients and contacts 
• A speaking role e.g. on Deal Structuring in your jurisdiction. 
• Your logo on invitations / event reminders - to be sent to over 4,000 global contacts 
• Your logo on Conference materials 
• Your logo on the ADVOC website listing for the event 
• Your firm mentioned in all social media posts promoting the event 
• The opportunity to circulate your marketing literature (including fliers, leaflets and brochures) at 

the Conference
 
Advantages for you:

• Invite your home and international contacts to a quality event which your firm will be partnering 
and at which you will be speaking;

• A good excuse for you and your Partners to make contact with their M&A contacts in any 
jurisdiction (whether or not they can come);

• Networking with clients and introducers attending the Conference interested in your jurisdiction;
• Demonstrates the M&A expertise and capabilities of your firm; and
• Impressive invitation in your own firm brand to all your contacts (even those who cannot come) 

promoting your international M&A profile.

Advantages for ADVOC:

Client facing event in a global, financial and legal centre;
Demonstrates ADVOC cooperation on cross border deals; 
ADVOC - The legal resource for international M&A legal solutions. 
 
Delegate feedback from 2016: 
Strongest aspects of the Conference: “Professionally organised event”, “I enjoyed the high quality 
of the workshops”, “It was another enjoyable and stimulating conference”, “The range of topics 
covered.” “The venue and catering was good”, “Quality of speakers and quality of organisation.” 
“Fun and nice people”. “Friendly atmosphere, very useful information” “Diversity/quality of 
speakers”. “Very interesting topics and quick speakers - going straight to the point.” “Bringing 
clients and lawyers together.” “Attendees, speeches and atmosphere.” “Many topics/diversity”. “To 
share experiences about M&A with cultural and national aspects.” “ Many thanks again for the M&A 
conference, most interesting”. “Content of the conference is excellent for M&A newcomers like 
me.” “I met some interesting people and found the lecture topics interesting as well.” “I thoroughly 
enjoyed everything and look forward to future encounters hopefully.”
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 4th ADVOC International Business Law Conference

The fourth Advoc International Business Law Conference took place in Nusa Dua, Bali on 15 and 16 August 2016. 
Like the last two Advoc IBL conferences it was held at the Courtyard Marriott Hotel which again proved to be an 
excellent venue for the event.

Some changes were made to the conference format this 
year.  The general structure remained the same, with the 
event commencing at lunchtime on the first day, with a 
formal dinner in the evening, and concluding at lunchtime 
on the second day. This programme tends to maximise the 
opportunities of delegates to meet, mingle and network.  
This year, the number of technical sessions was reduced 
from 4 to 3, and a Q&A with the keynote speaker was 
introduced.  These changes were intended to provide, 
among other things, greater opportunities for audience 
participation and this was certainly achieved.

The conference opened with an introductory address by 
the President of Advoc Asia, Dato’ Jude Benny, followed by 
the keynote address from Professor Karthy Govender who, 
among his many other achievements, served 2 terms on 
the South African Human Rights Commission. Professor 
Govender gave a fascinating talk about the role of South 
Africa’s democratic institutions in making a peaceful 
transition from apartheid.  Professor Govender’s talk and 
the subsequent discussion chaired by Jude Benny was an 
informative and ultimately very uplifting insight into the 
challenges which democracy and the rule of law have faced, 
and have generally overcome, in the last 2 decades in South Africa.

The first panel session of the afternoon addressed the key ingredients in a successful working relationship between 
in-house lawyers and external law firms.  The session was chaired by Andrew Komesaroff of Colin Biggers & 
Paisley together with in-house counsel of 2 major Australian companies who provided cogent, frank and invaluable 
insights into this important topic.

The second panel session of the afternoon, on construction risk insurance, was chaired by Greg Skehan also of 
Colin Biggers & Paisley.  Greg and the 2 other panel members, all obviously leaders in their field, gave highly 
informative presentations about this area of law which is of significant importance to much of the Advoc network, 
and their clients.

The conference dinner on Monday evening did not involve a presentation this year, and the event once again 
proved to be an excellent opportunity to network and strengthen relationships between the attendees.

Tuesday morning’s session consisted of a panel discussion on arbitration; specifically, whether it was “losing the 
shine”.  The presentations by the 6 panelists from Singapore, South Africa, Australia and Indonesia, chaired by 
Jude Benny, were amply supplemented by some very informed contributions from the audience.

The strategic purpose of the Advoc IBLC is to showcase the collective expertise of Advoc in business law.  The 
conference certainly achieved that aim once again – the quality of the overall event and of the presentations was 
of an extremely high order and Advoc collectively can be proud of the impression it creates to clients and potential 
clients outside the Advoc network.

Tom Darbyshire
Partner, Kott Gunning 

Even ts
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Even ts 

Conference Attendees

Conference Panel 



Events

Advoc Europe Open Board Meeting 2016

The Advoc Europe Open Board Meeting this year took place in Vilnius, Lithuania, on 23-25 September  2016. It 
was held at the Kempinski Hotel Cathedral Square, located in the Old Town of the city, which proved to be an 
excellent venue for the meeting of 40 Attorneys from 17 European countries and Australia.

As most of the Advoc European participants already 
know each other, each opportunity to meet old friends 
and make new ones is valued and appreciated.

The Open Board Meeting Saturday morning started 
with a welcome address by Invest Lithuania 
representative Mr. Lukas Inokaitis. His presentation 
focused on Lithuania - perfectly located at the 
center of Europe, with excellent infrastructures and 
a dedicated, highly qualified talent pool - making it 
the second most favourable country for investment 
in Europe. Some highlights of his presentation: a lot 
of IT companies are moving data and service centers 
to Vilnius and Kaunas, including Google soon; the 
automotive industry relocation is also expected; UK, 
USA and the Nordic countries are top investors. Current problem: despite of large and growing numbers of IT 
students, there is a lack of IT specialists and especially university teachers.  

The Meeting continued in brief overviews from each participant of what is happening in their country’s  politics 
and economy followed by news from their law firms. Some participants are impressively old members of Advoc - 
since the 90s, some of the firms started in 1979 (!) and still growing, some splitting or merging. A lot of European 
countries dealing with the refugee crisis, some newer EU members on the opposite - dealing with vast emigration, 
the aging population and increasing government efficiency. Southern Europeans reviving after the financial crisis, 
Britain in the unknown stage of Brexit , Russia dealing with EU sanctions and foreign businesses leaving, while 
Cyprus and some others are happy about companies relocating within the EU.

The main part of Europe Open Board Meeting concentrated on discussing several key topics:

• The way we see growth: we see more and more international interaction and need for cooperation.

• How to bring the young lawyers into the Advoc networking: junior practice groups are scheduled for their 
meetings at a different time, it was suggested that juniors could attend these separate events, and in several 
years they will be bonding with the older members. The junior members might have a session on how they 
think Advoc will grow in the future.  Joint publications of young lawyers focusing on different jurisdictions could 
be produced. Bringing the young to the network meetings, letting them come forward with their ideas - the 
mix of younger and older members is always great and serves different purposes.

• How firms are selected for Advoc membership: their expertise level, honesty and referrals, how to measure 
adequacy and maintain quality control of members. There should be communication between firms, and in 
case joint work is not possible, there should be a better way to complain and maybe even enforce useful rules. 
For example, when a member is not performing, there should be a way to quit  and bring in another member 
in that jurisdiction. Encouraging feedback of members would be a way forward.

 
• How do we promote Advoc, how the network is differently used  for the purpose of branding and promotion of 

law firms: there are 50 members in Europe, they could use social media and focus on a different country by 
asking questions, getting answers about a different jurisdiction.

 
• How to get listed in Legal 500: it was proposed that Advoc might discuss being listed together as a network. A 

workshop on how to be listed would be helpful and possibly will be organized by Advoc.
 
• Advoc practice groups: some groups are not very active, maybe a smaller number of active ones where 

sharing of knowledge helping businesses grow would be more beneficial.
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• Reviews on Asian, American activities, how to reach the other global regions better: Advoc is a global network 

and needs to liaise together. There needs to be a senior member to help coordinate the network, it could be 
someone called a Global Coordinator. The Executive Committee needs to have someone who can be the glue 
of the organization - possibly a part time global coordinator who could also be looking for new members in 
different countries.  Efforts to reach more countries would be useful.

The productive Europe Open Board Meeting was followed by lunch, dinners and some great sightseeing tours in 
Vilnius, the Old Town of which recognized by the UNESCO as one of the most beautiful cities of the Old Continent.
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The Insurance Act 2015

The Law Commission has concluded that the current law is out of step with twenty-first 
century commercial practice. The Insurance Act 2015 (which came in force on 12 August 
2016) represents revolutionary change to insurance contract law.

The 2015 Act will make six changes:

1. Duty of fair presentation

The insured has a duty to disclose to the insurer “every material circumstance” which the insured knows or ought 
to know. 

2. New remedies for non-disclosure

An insurer will only be able to entirely avoid a policy (in the absence of fraud) where the breach of duty of fair 
presentation is “deliberate and reckless” and the insurer can show he would not have entered the contract or would 
have done so on different terms.

3. Warranties and other terms

If an insured does not comply with a warranty or another term which relates to a particular type of loss, the insurer 
may not rely on non-compliance with that contractual term if the insured is able to show that non-compliance with 
the term could not have increased the risk of the loss which actually occurred.

4. Fraudulent claims

If an insured makes a fraudulent claim, the insurer is not liable to pay the claim. If such a claim is paid out on, the 
insurer may recover any sums paid out and terminate the insurance from the date of the fraudulent act.

5. Contracting out and transparency requirements

Parties to non-consumer contracts will be entitled to agree terms less favourable than those under the 2015 Act, 
subject to certain transparency requirements.

6. The Third Parties (Rights against Insurers) Act 2010

The 2015 Act addresses certain deficiencies, paving the way for the 2010 to come in to force.

All of the above should improve the position of the assured when claims are submitted.

Charles Hattersley
Ieuan Jones
Matthew Libby

Marine Department - Ashfords LLP
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Amendment on the Trademark Act in 2016

After the Thai Government had spent many years working to overhaul 
the country’s Trademark Act to comply with the Madrid Protocol’s myriads 
of rules and regulation as well as to modernize Thai trademark law and 
practice, finally, in April 2016 the Thai Trademark Act No. 3 B.E. 2559 was 
enacted into law. The amended Trademark Act came into force on July 28, 
2016.  Nevertheless, the rules and regulations for compliance with Madrid 

Protocol will become effective after Thailand officially acceded to the Protocol.

Some of the significant changes to the laws include the introduction of “sound mark”. Secondly, multi-class 
applications which heretofore were not available to trademark owners would be now accepted as part of Thai 
Trademark practice. In addition, Section 14 regarding associated trademark would be eliminated. Consequently, 
assignment of trademark can be made either partial or entire application.

Further to expedite the registration process, the time frame for responding to Official Notification has been 
shortened from 90 days to 60 days. Additionally, time frame for filing renewal has been extended from 90 days 
to 3 months prior to expiry date and implementing 6 months grace period with addition surcharge.

Finally, official fees will be increased and the calculation method for official filing, registration and renewal fee 
has been changed. According to the Amended Act, the official fee will be either per item basis or per class basis 
depending on total items of goods in each class.

Additional foreign acquirer duty 

Legislation relating to transfer duty in Queensland has been amended 
to apply a 3% surcharge where a foreign person purchases residential 

land (including vacant land to be developed or built on for residential use) in Queensland. 
 
This brings Queensland legislation more into line with similar regimes in New South Wales and Victoria.
Under the Queensland Act, a foreign person includes:

• A foreign individual – being a person who is not an Australian citizen or permanent resident.  
This test is likely to apply to many New Zealand citizens living in Australia.
• A foreign corporation – being a corporation incorporated outside Australia or an Australian corporation 

controlled by foreign persons. 
• A foreign trust – being a trust in which at least 50% of the interests in the trust are held by foreign persons.  

This is problematic in relation to discretionary or family trusts and trusts deeds may need to be amended to deal 
with the potential application of the regime.

The surcharge can be applied retrospectively if a foreign person who did not have a controlling interest in a trust 
or corporation when the land was purchased obtains a controlling interest within three years of purchase.

Submitted by Charles Sweeney, Partner and Carly Ashwood, Special Counsel – both of Cooper Grace Ward Lawyers.



Banks may now easily acquire ownership of the real estate given 
in guarantee 

The pactum marcianum is a pact between the financier, and the financed 
party stating that, if the debtor does not return the financed amount, the 
financier acquires the ownership of the good given in guarantee. Article 
2 of the Law Decree no. 59, May 3, 2016 (the so-called Banker Bailout 
Decree) converted into Law no. 119/2016, provides for a particular 
version of the pactum marcianum. The new provision - i.e. article 48bis 
of the Legislative Decree no. 385/1993- states that the amounts financed 
by banks (or by other authorized financing entities) to entrepreneurs can 
be granted by the transfer, subject to the condition precedent of the 
breach of the debtor, of a real estate property (or of another right in 
rem on real estate), belonging to the debtor or to companies controlled 
by the same or affiliated; the pactum marcianum may also be entered 
into (in writing) in relation to existing financing contracts. Any kind of 
real estate can be used for the above purpose, except for properties 
used as main houses. If the breach of the obligation occurs, the creditor 
is entitled to take advantage of the pactum thus becoming the owner 
of the real estate (or of the right in rem); in that case, the debtor (or 
the granting third party) will be paid an amount equal to the difference 
between the value of the real estate (or of the right in rem), estimated 

by an expert, appointed by the Courts, and the amount of the debt.

For more information, please contact: Maria Grazia Colombo mgcolombo@cocuzzaeassociati.it

Foreign resident capital gains withholding regime 

A new capital gains withholding tax regime came into effect on 1 July 2016. Under the 
Tax and Superannuation Laws Amendment (2015 Measures No. 6) Act 2016, purchasers 
of certain Australian assets from a “foreign resident” will be required to withhold and 
remit 10% of the total consideration to the Australian Taxation Office (ATO). 

For the regime to apply, the asset acquired must be a relevant asset, the vendor must be 
a “foreign resident”, and the acquisition must not be an excluded transaction. Relevant 
assets are taxable Australian real property, an indirect Australian real property interest, 

and an option or right to acquire either, currently subject to Australian capital gains tax on disposal by non-resident 
owners.  

A vendor may apply for a clearance certificate exclusion but if it is unable to provide one, the purchaser must 
withhold 10% of the asset’s cost base and pay this to the ATO. If the vendor is not entitled to a clearance certificate, 
but a 10% withholding is inappropriate, the vendor or purchaser can apply for a variation. 

Where a withholding obligation exists, the purchaser must withhold the relevant amount, complete an online ATO 
form and pay the withheld amount on or before settlement. Failure to pay will render the purchaser liable for that 
amount and penalties may be imposed.

Written by Andrew Komesaroff and Carlos Gouveia.

For the full article, follow this link: http://bit.ly/2d2aO0x
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Independent mortgage re-introduced in Hungary

The new Civil Code, which came into effect in 2014 abolished 
indeptendent mortgage. The reason for the change was that the 
legislator intended to ban fiduciary, non-accessory securities. Parallel 

to this, the charge rules became more flexible providing better position for secured creditors. However, taking into 
account the fact that the capital requirements regulation provided beneficial rules for the calculation of exposures 
arising from lending secured by independent mortgage, as of 1 October 2016, independent mortgage will be 
available on the market.

Change in Regulator’s approach to whether a director ‘lives in’ New Zealand 

Since 1 May 2015, a New Zealand company must have at least one director who either: 
“lives in” New Zealand; or lives in Australia and is also the director of an Australian 
company - excluding a branch (“Residency Requirement”).  

Until July 2016, the New Zealand Companies Office’s (“Regulator’s”) sole focus in determining whether a director 
“lived in” New Zealand was whether he was physically present here for at least 183 days of each relevant year.  
In Re Carr [2016] NZHC 1470, the High Court agreed that such physical presence would conclusively satisfy the 
Residency Requirement.  However, it also decided that a director failing to meet that requirement could still be 
found to “live in” New Zealand depending on the manner of how he/she lived in New Zealand and if he/she had 
strong connections and ties to New Zealand.

Mr Carr’s business interests meant that he had only been physically present here for, on average, 122 days per 
year - and for just 69 days in 2015.  Despite this, the Court ruled that Mr Carr’s did “live in” New Zealand, being 
influenced by some key factors, including, amongst others, that:

• his partner lives here most of the year;
• he has a home and other land here;
• his primary doctor is here;  and
• he presents as a New Zealand business person would.

On 17 August 2016, the Regulator announced that it had changed its approach in line with the case’s findings.  

Our team would be happy to help you or your clients with this or any other corporate compliance issue.
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ISOLAS contribute Gibraltar Insurance Guide

Christian Caetano, one of ISOLAS Senior Associates, and an insurance law specialist, has 
written the recently published ‘Gibraltar Insurance Guide’ which is part of the Thomson 
Reuters Country Guides Series. The Country Guide Series forms part of Thomson Reuters’ 
Regulatory Intelligence resource, and is practical guidance on a range of legal areas from 
regulatory compliance experts around the world. The Gibraltar Insurance Guide provides a 

general overview of the jurisdiction’s Solvency II compliant regulatory framework, as well as highlighting Gibraltar’s 
USPs, such as a 10% corporate tax rate, speed to market, and accessibility to a skilled and pragmatic regulator in 
the form of the Gibraltar Financial Services Commission (GFSC).

Christian explained that “Having previously collaborated with Thomson Reuters on the Gibraltar 
chapter of the Insurance and Reinsurance Law and Regulation Jurisdictional Comparison, we 
were very pleased to be approached to contribute this Gibraltar Insurance Guide. Despite the 
uncertainty stemming from the UK’s European Union Referendum, we continue to see interest 
in the establishment of Gibraltar insurers as well as in Gibraltar itself. I am confident that, 
whatever the final shape of a ‘Brexit’ may be, Gibraltar’s resilient and most of all, innovative, 
financial services and insurance industry will adapt and continue to prosper.”

The guide also highlights Gibraltar’s protected cell legislation and summarises the Legislative 
Reform Programme (LRP). The LRP is a joint project by HM Government of Gibraltar and 
the GFSC to deliver a streamlined legislative and regulatory framework for financial and 
professional services in Gibraltar. The LRP will consolidate more than 80 different pieces of 
existing legislation and multiple guidance notes into one single act and an accompanying 

regulatory handbook.

Christian continued “Having formed part of the LRP on a secondment basis, it is clear to me that the LRP comprises 
the most significant piece of legislative reform in the history of Gibraltar’s financial services industry. Indeed, the 
initiative has been generally welcomed by the industry as it will simplify existing legislation and enhance, even 
further, the speed at which all stakeholders, including the GFSC, will be able to communicate with each other. 
Gibraltar already boasts one of the shortest insurance application authorisation periods in Europe, so any further 
improvements to the jurisdiction’s speed of access will undoubtedly make Gibraltar even more attractive, both for 
existing and new business entrants.”

For more information please contact christian.caetano@isolas.gi.

Luxembourg adopts a new flexible and quick time to market 
alternative investment vehicle : the RAIF

On 14 July 2016, the Luxembourg parliament adopted a law adding a 
new fund structure, the Reserved Alternative Investment Fund (RAIF), 

to the existing range of investment vehicles available to alternative investment fund investors and managers based 
in Luxembourg.

The main advantage of the RAIF is to cater for investors by providing a new unregulated flexible entity. The flip 
side of this feature is the requirement to endow the RAIF with a manager regulated as an authorised alternative 
investment fund manager (AIFM) in Luxembourg or any other EU member state.

This shift in the regulatory focus ‘from the fund to the manager’ was caused by the transposition of the alternative 
investment fund managers directive in 2013 which, -combined with the existing regulated alternative investment 
vehicles such as the specialised investment fund (fonds d’investissement spécialisé - FIS) or investment company 
in risk capital (société d’investissement en capital risque – SICAR)-, could lead to an overlapping double supervision 
at both fund and managers level.
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Brexit and the likely effect on UK Competition Law

Since 1998, UK Competition Law, contained in Chapters I and 
II of the Competition Act 1998 and the Enterprise Act 2002, 
has operated in parallel with the system of EU Competition Law 
contained in Articles 85 and 86, then 81 and 82 and now Articles 
101 and 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European 

Union (“TFEU”).

The UK rules mirror those of the EU, other of course that the UK rules refer to an effect on trade in the UK, whereas 
the EU rules have an EU focus. Although almost identically worded to the EU rules, the rules have been enacted 
into a primary UK statute and are therefore unlikely to be effected per se by any implications of Brexit.
Even if Brexit occurs, the EU rules will still be relevant to UK businesses as they will be bound by them if they do 
business, directly or indirectly, in the EU and, depending on the particular post-Brexit regime which exists, may still 
be bound by them directly. The European Court and the EU Commission have made it clear that if any agreement 
or arrangement has any effect within the EU, the EU will have jurisdiction to apply its rules. From the earliest days 
of the EEC (now EU) the European competition authorities have applied the rules against undertakings outside the 
territory of the EU. 

Similar parallel wording exists in the EEA Treaty and in many of the Association Agreements which the EU has with 
third countries, so it seems improbable that any arrangement with the UK, post-Brexit would not have an “EU-like” 
set of competition rules, particularly as the existing UK rules are so closely aligned.

One issue which will need to be addressed is Section 60 of the Competition Act 1998, which provides that questions 
arising under Part I of the Competition Act (the competition part) are to be dealt with in a manner which is 
consistent with the treatment of corresponding questions arising under EU law in relation to competition within the 
European Union. Courts and the CMA are required to ensure no inconsistency between the two systems and are 
obliged to apply the principles set out in the TFEU and by the European Court and decisions of that court. They are 
also required to have regard to any relevant statement or decision of the EU Commission. 

Post-Brexit, it may be that such an alignment will no longer be required, but presumably (given the almost 
identical wording) the UK authorities would have regard to what was happening in the EU (it may be persuasive) 
– the coordination of approach by competition and antitrust authorities in the EU and beyond though bilateral 
arrangements and the European Competition Network will ensure that that happens.

It is not impossible that State Aid and Public Procurement rules will diverge, but international obligations under 
WTO will impose some restraint on what the UK could do. 

It is not impossible that over time UK and EU rules will diverge, even if only slightly, increasing the compliance 
costs for business. Mergers will no longer benefit from a one-stop-shop process, so increasing complexity and cost.

There may also be issues of private damages and of jurisdiction depending on how the Brussels I Convention on 
jurisdiction, recognition and enforcement of judgements in civil and commercial matters is applied to the new 
world.

Of course, nothing may change, and indeed nothing will change until the UK actually leaves the EU and that can 
only happen after at least two years from exercise of the Article 50 request. Any new regime is therefore unlikely 
to be in place before early 2019. In the meantime, all the existing rules will continue to apply.

Lega l  Upda tes

The RAIF shall be attractive to sophisticated investors by proposing them an investment vehicle with same features 
as a SIF or a SICAR without the regulatory supervision and prior approval of the CSSF at the fund level. This 
relaxed regulation allows Luxembourg to position itself once again as true alternative to AIFs set-up in the Cayman 
Islands, the BVI or Delaware.
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Are you negotiating a new enterprise agreement? Timing is 
everything

A recent decision has confirmed employers must strictly comply with 
all requirements for notices of employee representational rights under 

the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) (Act) if an enterprise agreement is to be approved. This includes compliance with the 
specified timeframe for issuing these notices.

Notices of employee representational rights must be issued to employees who are to be covered by a proposed 
enterprise agreement within 14 days of an employer initiating or agreeing to bargain, or of a majority support 
determination, scope order or low-paid authorisation commencing. A majority of a Full Bench of the Fair Work 
Commission confirmed if notices are issued to employees after more than 14 days, the notices will be invalid and 
the enterprise agreement subsequently negotiated cannot be approved by the Commission.

In this case, bargaining for a new enterprise agreement by Uniline Australia Limited (Uniline) commenced, stalled, 
and then recommenced a couple of years later, at which time Uniline issued notices to employees to be covered by 
the new agreement. Despite complying with all other requirements in the Act (including as to the content of the 
notices), and over 80% of Uniline’s employees who cast a valid vote to approve the proposed agreement, it was 
first held by a single Commissioner that the failure to issue the notices within the specified 14 days invalidated the 
notices and, in turn, cast doubt on whether there was genuine agreement by the employees to be covered by the 
agreement.

Uniline’s appeal to a Full Bench did not succeed, despite two out of three members of the Full Bench saying they 
were ‘not unsympathetic’ to the plight of an employer and bargaining representatives in these circumstances and 
the Vice President, who was the minority, saying the requirement for strict compliance would ‘push the parties into 
… a senseless morass’ of ‘pretending to stop bargaining and pretending to agree to bargain afresh’. The majority of 
the Full Bench said the language of the Act clearly and unambiguously expresses mandatory timing requirements 
for the issuing of these notices (as well as mandatory requirements for their form and content).

The majority of the Full Bench also emphasised the ‘significant role’ these notices play in the context of bargaining 
– specifically, they provide employees, at the earliest practicable time, with information about an enterprise 
agreement, the bargaining process and the employees’ right to be represented to assist with negotiations for the 
agreement. They said, as a result, any departure from the mandatory requirements for notices under the Act would 
undermine the underlying objectives of the notices.

Lessons for employers

This decision means employers must ensure they strictly comply with the 14 day time frame (as well as other 
technical requirements) for issuing notices of employee representational rights if they are to establish, for the 
purpose of the Commission approving an enterprise agreement, the agreement was genuinely agreed by the 
employees to be covered by it.

If this cannot be established, employers must restart the entire bargaining process from scratch – adding further 
delays, cost and resources to what can often already be a lengthy and costly process for employers.



Siqueira Castro Advogados assistance Peixe Urbano in prevails in 
lawsuit filed by the maker of Hotel Urbano

São Paulo, September 2016 - Peixe Urbano, represented by Siqueira Castro 
– Advogados, obtained an important victory in the STJ (Brazilian Superior 

Court of Justice (STJ) The lawsuit discusses essentially the violation of Peixe Urbano’s industrial property rights 
and unfair competition acts as a result of the illegitimate and unauthorized use of the word “Urbano” by the Hotel 
Urbano to perform activities related to electronic commerce, including the dispute for the brand name, the colours 
(blue and orange), the logo (buildings), the layout and diagramming of the website and company’s “terms of use”.

The use of these elements by Hotel Urbano represents a severe violation of Peixe Urbano’s intellectual property 
rights and consists a clear situation of unfair competition. Furthermore also causes huge confusion among clients 
and consumers that believe they are dealing with companies connected or controlled by the same business group.

The illegal practice adopted by Hotel Urbano triggered huge revenue losses to Peixe Urbano as consequence of 
unpaid royalties, clients poaching, brand depreciation and sales drop.

The lawsuit required important accomplishments and efficient interaction of several areas of our law firm, especially 
from our strategic litigation team together with our intellectual property department, competition department and 
consumer department, demonstrating the relevance of this multidisciplinary cause.

Additionally, all local branches of our law firm were involved in data collection with local Procons and local institutions 
related to the consumer’s right protection, as well as to the study of the costumer’s behavior in various regions 
where Peixe Urbano operates and the impact caused on its brand with regard to the violation of its intellectual 
property rights.

Siqueira Castro - Advogados
Partners: Marcos Serra Netto Fioravanti, Luis de Carvalho Cascaldi, Eduardo Riberio Augusto

Patton, Moreno & Asvat: New incentive for solar energy

There are already a total of six special laws that promotes the investment in clean 
energy, with Law 38 of August 9th, 2016 being the most recent. The latter regulates 
the exoneration of import taxes, duties, fees, and other levies for companies that 

build or operate solar power plants.

The recent incentives which apply to all natural or juridical persons that build, operate, or maintain solar power 
plants and/or facilities are as follow.

1. Exoneration of import taxes, duties, fees, contributions and liens, as well taxes on the transfer of movable 
tangible property and service rendering, that are caused due to the import and/or purchase in the national market 
of equipment, machines, materials, parts and others that may be necessary for the construction, operation and 
maintenance of solar power plants or facilities.

2. The solar power plants and/or facilities that, once this Law begins to apply, are in the construction phase, 
those that will have a time period of six months from the implementation of this law to request recognition of the 
exoneration to the Ministry of Economy and Finance would benefit of the exoneration.

3. Autonomous and semi-autonomous entities may underwrite agreements with international organizations that 
allow them to secure financing, training, goods or equipment related to photovoltaic technology.

Written by Ivette E. Martínez S.
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Deals Review 1. - Gárdos Füredi Mosonyi Tomori provided assistance to Raiffeisen Bank Hungary 
and Raiffeisen Leasing International in the sale of 100% of the shares of Raiffeisen Lízing. After 
the approvals of the Hungarian National Bank and the Hungarian Competition Authority have been 
obtained, the transaction was successfully closed on 2 August 2016.

Deals Review 2. - Gárdos Füredi Mosonyi Tomori provided asssistance to the Indemnification Fund 
in relation to the conclusion of a HUF 46 billion (approximately EUR 148 million) syndicated loan 
agreement. The Indemnification Fund was set up to provide indemnification to investors who suffered 
losses in relation to one of the largest brokerage scandals in Hungary.

Gárdos, Füredi, Mosonyi, Tomori Law Office - Hungary

Ashfords has advised on two UK–US deals in the technology sector.

Sysrepublic Ltd, a global provider of analytics to retail businesses with offices in London, Los Angeles 
and Warsaw, has developed tools enabling retailers to identify, prevent and investigate retail fraud 
and operational breakdowns. It has been bought by Appriss Inc, a US company with 450 employees 
providing data, risk assessment and analytic solutions for government, health care and retail 
industries. Andrew Betteridge, Angus Bauer and Dominic Ring of Ashfords advised Sysrepublic on the 
deal.

Madison Logic Inc of New York, developer of an account-based marketing platform, has bought 
Internal Results (Holdings) Limited, a provider of business-to-business lead generation solutions to 
ensure marketers’ productivity. Internal Results was advised by Chris Dyson, Tom Storey and Suzie 
Miles of Ashfords; the deal creates a streamlined organisation capable of executing global media and 
marketing campaigns. 

Ashfords  - England
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Successful representation of ZF TRW

Dvořák Hager & Partners assisted ZF TRW with the sale of the global Engineered Fasteners and 
Components business to Illinois Tool Works (ITW) for approximately USD 450 million in the Czech 
Republic and Slovakia. The transaction, closed on 1 July 2016, included 13 locations and 3,500 
employees across the globe. The legal team was globally coordinated by the Honigman law firm 
(USA) and the legal team of Dvořák Hager & Partners was led by Veronika Odrobinová.

Dvořák Hager & Partners  - Czech Republic

ISOLAS advises on sale of Gibraltar management company to European Wealth Group

ISOLAS has advised Michael Mechas on the sale of the entire issued share capital of CIMCO 
Partners Management Limited (CPML) to European Wealth Group Limited (EWG), an AIM-listed 
wealth management company making their first investment into Gibraltar.

CPML, which manages the G20 Absolute Return Fund, currently has approximately $22 million 
(£16.5 million) of funds under management. The acquisition will add a third fund to EWG’s 
in-house offering and broadens the range of equity investment styles within the group’s 
portfolio. Mr. Mechas will remain the lead investment director of the G20 Absolute Return Fund, 
will join EWG’s investment committee and will assist the group with international acquisition 
opportunities.

The transaction completed on 12th September 2016 with the initial consideration to be satisfied 
by the issue of 909,091 new ordinary shares in EWG, and a further share consideration which 
shall be deferred for 12 months and is payable depending on CPML’s gross profit over that 
period.

Mr. Mechas commented “I’d like to thank the team at ISOLAS for all the support they provided 
over the last few months in bringing the sale to a successful conclusion. Together with EWG, I 
look forward to building on the success of the Gibraltar based G20 Absolute Return Fund and to 
developing EWG’s expanding global wealth management business.”

The ISOLAS team advising on the transaction was led by partners Joey Garcia and Samantha 
Grimes.

ISOLAS - Gibraltar



Boels Zanders advised FLM Foodingredients, operating in the field of industrial processing of high-quality 
frozen and preserved mushroom products, on the acquisition of F&F (Europe) BV, specialist in processing 
freshly frozen mushrooms. The transaction closed in June 2016.

Boels Zanders advised the shareholders of youth care providers Nova and Coach-Ster on the sale of all 
of the issued shares to the Dutch private equity house Holland Venture Group. The transaction closed in 
August 2016.

Boels Zanders NV - The Netherlands
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VANDENBULKE advised French fashion group SMCP (labels “Maje” and “Sandro” and their founders Evelyne 
Chetrite and Judith Milgrom), in the sale to China’s textile manufacturer Shandong Ruyi Technology Group 
of a controlling stake in SMCP from World leading private equity firm KKR & Co. L.P. (NYSE: KKR). 

The deal reportedly valued at 1.3 bln Euros including debt. SMCP’s founders and management are 
reinvesting alongside Shandong Ruyi Technology Group as minority shareholders, while KKR will retain a 
minority interest in the group. Press release.

VANDENBULKE - Luxembourg

Acted for Johnston Press plc, one of the largest local and regional multimedia organisations in the UK, 
with titles including the i and The Scotsman, in the sale of Isle of Man Newspapers Limited to Tindle 
Newspapers.
 
Acted for Idox plc in relation to the purchase of the entire issued share capital of Rippleffect Studio Ltd 
(“Rippleffect”) from Trinity Mirror Digital Limited. Rippleffect is a digital partner to brands and organisations 
in the sport, retail, tourism, leisure, food and drink and arts and culture sectors and is recognised as one 
of the top 100 design businesses in the UK.

MacRoberts - Scotland 
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Deal 1:

On 4 May 2016, Damartex acquired full control of Vivadia. www.vivadia.fr is one of France’s leading 
players in the sector of marketplaces focusing on seniors in the Home & Lifestyle sector. The acquisition 
achieves two aims for Damartex:

• speeding up its digital transformation with the aid of a new distribution model offering considerable 
potential;

• strengthening its Home & Lifestyle arm.

The acquisition will give Vivadia access to the resources of the Damartex Group and the synergies needed 
to achieve its aim of becoming the preferred marketplace among Europe’s seniors.

The team from Cornet Vincent Ségurel advising Damartex on the acquisition was made up of:  
• Corporate: Michel Kukula-Descelers, associate attorney, and Gérald Hédoire, attorney;
• Contract/distribution/IP law: Thomas Deschryver, associate attorney, and Jérémie Courtois, attorney.

Deal 2: 

Cornet Vincent Ségurel acted as counsel to Groupe Legendre on its first private placement.

The placement, in the form of a €27 million Euro Private Placement (Euro PP), is part of the development 
strategy pursued by Groupe Legendre, a family-owned group with a significant presence in the construction 
and civil engineering industry in western France and the Paris region.

The placement will enable Groupe Legendre to pursue its growth, for the most part in its real estate 
development business and in international activities.

The loan, arranged by Arkéa Banque Entreprises et Institutionnels, was granted by Arkéa Banque 
Entreprises et Institutionnels, Banque Palatine and Bank of China.

The arranger and the investors were advised by CMS Bureau Francis Lefebvre (Benjamin Guilleminot, 
attorney counsel, and Benoît Fournier, attorney).

The Cornet Vincent Ségurel team advising Groupe Legendre consisted of André Watbot, associate attorney, 
and Charles-Henri Prioul, attorney.

Cornet Vincent Ségurel - France 



Below is a full list of ADVOC Practice Groups. If you would like to join any of the groups or would like help with your 
group, please contact Amy Noonan (a.noonan@advoc.com)

• Banking and Finance
• Commercial Litigation, Dispute Resolution and 

Mediation
• Competition and Trade
• Construction & Engineering
• Corporate Finance
• Criminal (Corporate/ Tax)
• Energy and Resources
• Environment and Climate Change
• Family
• HR 
• Information Technology and Privacy

• Inheritance and Succession
• Insolvency and Restructuring
• Intellectual Property
• Junior ADVOC
• Labour, Employment and Business Immigration
• Maritime and Transport 
• Real Estate
• Sports Law
• Tax
• Accredited Arbitrators, Mediators & 

Adjudicators
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Junior Lawyers Practice Group

Group Co-ordinator:     Dominic Holden         D.Holden@ashfords.co.uk
  

The President of ADVOC has initiated a campaign to energize the junior advoc members, and has sent 
the following message to all chapter presidents.

Pursuant to a meeting of the Global EC, we would like to see greater activity within all the Chapters, for junior advoc 
members. To achieve this, I would like to ask all Chapter Presidents to nominate a suitable “full”  member to act 
as the co-ordinating person for advoc junior activities in the various chapters. The cut off age for junior members 
activities will be 35 years. The aim is to allow the co-ordinating person, to decide how best to energize the junior 
membership, and if appropriate establish a committee of junior members, to take the agenda forward. The co-
ordinating member is also at liberty to hand over the reins to a junior member at an appropriate time. It would be 
ideal if the first co-ordinator was also a member of the chapter EC, although this is not essential. The Global EC 
envisages working with the chapter co-ordinators to lend support to the various chapter activities.

While we have noted that most of the junior activities are currently based in Europe, we appreciate and understand 
that costs and other factors may have restricted participation from other parts of the world. To encourage more 
activities at the junior level, and keeping an eye on costs, we think that chapter based junior activities will have 
greater acceptance.

I would ask all chapter presidents to kindly let me have the names of the co-ordinating persons by the end of the 
year, so that we can work towards having a full discussion on the subject of junior advoc, at the joint meeting in 
Mumbai (November 2017). The future of advoc is in the hands of the junior members, and there is a great need to 
inculcate the advoc culture in the junior members. Please assist me to achieve this goal.

ADVOC President - Dato Jude P Benny

Junior 
Lawyers 


